Transmission through subwavelength apertures enables separation of the incidence half-space and the exit half-space, which leads to that the spatial distribution of the field in the latter is not affected by the distribution in the former. The distribution in the exit half-space is mainly determined by the properties of surface plasmons (SPs) at the exit-side interface. In this paper, for the microwave structures with one-side concentric corrugations around a single annular hole, we demonstrate the possible connections between asymmetric transmission in the beaming regime and collimation of the waves incident at different angles, which can be considered as two sides of the same phenomenon occurring due to the common effect of such a separation and the radiation shaping effect being possible due to the spoof SPs at the corrugated exit interface. Collimation manifests itself in that the waves incident at different angles from a wide range contribute to the single outgoing beam so that a far-zone observer cannot distinguish between the contributions of different angles of arrival. Asymmetry in transmission manifests itself in that the spatial shaping of radiation (beaming) in the exit half-space appears only for one of the two opposite incidence directions. Moreover, even in the structures with the same corrugations on both sides, i.e., without asymmetric transmission, spatial separation of two wave processes, e.g., two symmetric or asymmetric collimation processes, can be obtained for a wide range of nonzero angles of incidence.
Introduction
The capability of electrically small apertures, i.e., holes and slits in transmission, which is known as the extraordinary transmission phenomenon, has been the focus of research in the last two decades [1] . A variety of the physical scenarios connected with extraordinary transmission has been demonstrated for both single holes/slits and their arrays in a wide range that extends from microwave to optical frequencies. Transmission through subwavelength apertures can be enhanced or vanishing, depending on the properties of the surrounding corrugations [2] [3] [4] [5] . Generally, transmission in these structures can be considered as the consequence of three independent processes: in-coupling, transmission through, and out-coupling [6] . It has been shown that (spoof or designer) surface plasmons (SPs) excited at the incidence interface are responsible for the transmission enhancement. At the same time, the (spoof) SPs excited at the exit interface are mainly responsible for the field distribution in the exit half-space, e.g., for the shaping of the outgoing beam [7, 8] . In such a way, incidence and exit half-spaces can be separated, i.e., field distribution in one of them is not affected by the other, in spite of that the structure is electrically thin. In one of our previous works, we have shown that by coupling SPs and incident wavelengths using circular aperture, the enhancement in transmission can be achieved [9] .
In the structures with a long subwavelength slit and grooves parallel to it, by properly engineering lamellar corrugations at the left side of the exit interface and at the right side of the exit interface, or placing proper corrugations only at the left or the right side, one can obtain off-axis beaming [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . When different corrugations are placed at the left and the right side, the (spoof) SPs can be excited so that the both sides contribute into a single beam in the off-axis regime [10, 12, 13] . These regimes are often considered a manifestation of collimation. A similar phenomenon was reported for acoustic surface waves, in which multiple input wavelengths contribute to single outgoing beam [15] . Strictly speaking, when the incident angle is the same for the waves of different frequencies and a single beam is collected, one obtains multiplexing rather than collimation. In turn, for collimation, we expect that contributions of different incident waves at the same frequency but different incident angles are collected at single wave or beam [16] . This can happen when (spoof) SPs excited by the waves incident at different angles have (very) similar properties. On the other hand, by using a single incident wave and engineered nonuniform corrugations, one can obtain energy focusing at a particular focal point, while SPs excited at individual segments of this structure are different [17] . A similar regime can be obtained in the structures with uniform corrugations, which are either different or identical at the left and the right side [11] .
Spatial separation of the incidence and the exit halfspace due to a subwavelength aperture may enable one more interesting phenomenon-diodelike asymmetric transmission. Asymmetric transmission (AT) manifests itself in that the difference in transmission is changed dramatically when the incidence direction is changed for the opposite one, provided that the spatial inversion symmetry of the structure is broken. In particular, this enables diodelike asymmetry in transmission in the beaming regime. Generally speaking, AT includes a wide class of transmission scenarios, which are realizable in various nonsymmetric structures like photonic-crystal gratings [18] [19] [20] , metamaterial-based gratings [21, 22] , (ultra-)thin gratings with subwavelength slit(s) [16, 26, 27] , gratings made of epsilon-near-zero materials [28] , photonic-crystal prisms [29, 30] , and metasurfaces [31] [32] [33] . AT can be explained in terms of the differences of mode coupling and mode conversion at front-side and back-side illumination. In thin gratings with a single subwavelength slit, AT may appear in the beaming regime, if the (spoof) SPs at the exit interface enable beam shaping [16, 34, 35] .
In the structures with a hole, with different functionalities including AT, collimation, and others, one may choose between the classical geometry (circular hole surrounded by concentric grooves) and more complex geometries. For instance, generation of Bessel beams in the structures with a rectangular hole surrounded by double-periodic corrugations can be mentioned [23] . Moreover, nonconcentric grooves can be used to obtain off-axis radiation, as has been recently demonstrated in millimeter-wave [24] and optical [25] bull's-eye antennas. Annular apertures are known for their capability to enhance transmission as compared with circular apertures of the same radius [3, 36, 37] . Indeed, this allows utilizing the waves propagating in the transmission channel(s) connecting the incidence and the exit half-space, instead of the evanescent waves. However, until now, possible effects of annular apertures on collimation of the outgoing radiation and AT have not been studied.
In this paper, we study transmission through a single annular hole in a thin metallic screen, which is surrounded with the grating created by equidistant coaxial grooves at one side or both sides of the structure. Consideration is restricted to the microwave frequency range. After a short discussion of the effect of size of the illuminated area (i.e., the effect of the number of contributing concentric grooves) and inner diameter of the annular hole, we will focus on the study of transmission for the structure with one-side grooves (corrugations), in a wide range of the incidence angle that extends from 0 to 75 • . The first goal of this study is to analyze the capability of the studied structure in collimation of multiple waves incident at different angles into a single outgoing beam. The next goals are to demonstrate the appearance of AT and its possible connection to wide-angle collimation in nonsymmetric structures with a single hole. It will be shown that AT and collimation represent two sides of the same phenomenon. Then, we discuss the specifics of the structures with twoside corrugations. In particular, it will be shown how two (groups of) independent incidence-transmission-reflection processes connected with collimation can co-exist in such a structure. For the purposes of the numerical study, CST Microwave Studio, a commercial software based on finiteintegration method has been used (https://www.cst.com). The studied structures are assumed to be made of aluminum, whose conductivity is taken from the material library of CST Microwave Studio.
SP-Assisted Transmission Through a Single Annular Hole
SPs play important role in transmission through subwavelength apertures. Canonical SPs on flat metal-dielectric interfaces represent collective excitation of the surface electrons in a metal, which satisfies the following condition:
where k 0 is incident wave vector portion in metal plane, m and d are permittivity of metal and dielectric. However, they do not interact with the incident light. Placing corrugations at the interfaces can lead to desired interaction. Moreover, the surface waves known as spoof SPs, which are not identical but strongly similar to the canonical SPs, may exist at the corrugated interfaces even in the perfect electrical conductor (PEC) approximation, i.e., at the operating frequencies being much smaller than those ones, at which the canonical SPs could exist. This remains true for a very wide class of the structures, which include one-dimensional arrays of the grooves and two-dimensional hole arrays [38] .
Transmission through the subwavelength apertures, either representing an array themselves or being surrounded by the additional corrugations, have been studied widely over the last decades, as the (spoof) SPs arising due to corrugations can be coupled and provide transmission enhancement and efficient collection of electromagnetic radiation [39] [40] [41] [42] . Most of the studies have been done for the circular apertures. Baida et al. have earlier found that an annular aperture may provide a stronger transmission enhancement compared to a circular aperture, since it is created by a section of the coaxial waveguide supporting waveguide modes, including a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode without cutoff [36, 43] . However, excitation of a TEM mode by a linearly polarized incident wave is not possible. Thus, transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes are required to obtain transmission. The general form of dispersion relation for these modes can be written as follows:
where λ c is the cutoff wavelength. For TE modes, which are expected to provide a desired transmission, λ c is given by
Here, a and b are inner and outer diameters of the annular aperture, respectively. Combination of the annular aperture with exit-side corrugations, as shown in Fig. 1 , is known to result in enhancement of extraordinary transmission into and beaming in the exit half-space, which are highly demanded in the practical devices [9] . It is seen in Eq. 3 that λ cT Em,1 is proportional to a + b. Illumination is modeled by a CST waveguide port, with E-field vector being along yaxis and H-field vector being along x-axis (www.cst.com). This model approximately corresponds to the illumination by a horn antenna.
In our study, the grating thickness, t, was varied from 5.5 mm to 20 mm. The results are presented for the case of b = t = 8 mm throughout the paper. The emphasis is put on the case of a = 6.5 mm, for which the strong effect of the spoof SPs on transmission and shaping of the outgoing radiation occurs near 13 GHz. Transmission and field behavior at other frequencies have also been checked (not shown).
The value of a affects the cutoff wavelength, strength of coupling, and thus capability of beaming. Effect of the inner diameter is demonstrated in Fig. 2 . Since transmission through the annular aperture occurs due to the effect of a propagating mode, transmission efficiency can remain high at rather arbitrary thicknesses which are limited by Ohmic losses in aluminum. Transmission is insignificant in the absence of inner rod, see Fig. 2a , e. Introducing a rod with diameter of a = 4 mm results in that the transmission is to somehow enhanced but still remains low in the exit halfspace, as shown in Fig. 2b , f. As a is increased to 5.2 mm and then to 6.5 mm, transmission in the beaming regime is enhanced, compare Fig. 2c with Fig. 2d and Fig. 2g with Fig. 2h . Transmission becomes weaker at a further increase of a. The value of a = 6.5 mm is close to the optimal one for 13 GHz. It is noteworthy that the optimal value of a tends to decrease while frequency is increased. For example, a = 5.75 mm could be used at 14 GHz.
As far as the spoof SPs occur in the plane perpendicular to the incident H-field vector, their effect can be well seen from the comparison of Fig. 2g , h. Transmission in the beaming regime becomes stronger along with the spoof SPs, whose intensity depends, in turn, on the strengths of inand out-coupling and, thus, on the value of a. As has been mentioned above, corrugations at the incidence interface when only one, two, and three grooves of the original structure in Fig. 2d are kept unfilled, while all other grooves are assumed to be filled with the metal (aluminum). It is seen that no shaping effect occurs in the one-groove case and starts to manifest itself in the two-groove case, see Fig. 3a , b. In the three-groove case in Fig. 3c , the shaping of outgoing radiation takes place similarly to Fig. 2d . Indeed, there is no principal difference between the cases of three (Fig. 3c) and eight (Fig. 2d) grooves, i.e., only three grooves efficiently contribute to the resulting field distribution. This behavior can indicate a relatively short propagation length of spoof SPs in the studied structures. The role of three grooves being closest to the aperture can be clearly seen from the comparison with H-field distribution in Fig. 2h . Nevertheless, in the next sections, we consider the structures with eight unfilled grooves, as in Fig. 2 , in order to ensure that contributions of all parts of the exit interface are fully taken into account.
Collimation and Asymmetry in Transmission
In this section, we will demonstrate the separation of the incidence and exit half-spaces in sense of sensitivity of spatial field distribution, which occurs due to the common effect of an annular hole and spoof SPs. This can lead Contributions are expected to be collected from (a big part of) the whole cone to collimation and asymmetric transmission, which are connected to each other. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the expected collimation in the structure with the exit-side corrugations and a central annular hole. The arrows in the incidence half-space indicate possible directions of incident beams, while the arrow in the exit half-space indicates the possible direction of the outgoing (collimated) beam.
In order to check our expectation regarding a possible contribution of different incident waves, which arrive at different angles, θ , into the one outgoing beam, we carried out a detailed numerical study by varying θ from 0 • to 75 • , with the step of 1 • . The shaping of the outgoing radiation was observed for all of the θ -values that indicate the strong and wide-angle effect of spoof SPs at the exit interface. As follows from the obtained results, the direction of the outgoing beam is the same for all of the values of θ , so that it is not affected by the specifics of the field distribution in the incidence half-space at different values of θ .
The illustrative examples are presented in direction being normal to the interface is preserved, the intensity depends on θ . This feature is connected with the fact that the coupling efficiency at the incidence interface depends on θ . According to the superposition principle, several waves that are simultaneously incident at different angles and the same frequency will contribute to the same outgoing beam, i.e., collimation takes place. This means, among other things, that the angle(s) of arrival remain unknown for a far-field observer in the exit half-space, regardless of the number of the incident beams. In such a way, the location of the wave source(s) can be masked, at least if only magnitude information is available. The observed behavior can be useful for sensing applications, because contributions of the different arrival angles are accumulated by the one beam. Moreover, since the studied structure is azimuthally uniform, contributions of the waves for all possible values of θ can be accumulated. It is noteworthy that the beaming features are also observed at large θ , e.g., at θ = 60 • in Fig. 5e , and even at larger angles. Next, we consider the case when the structure is rotated around the x-axis. Figure 6 presents H-field magnitude at several values of the incidence angle. One can see that only a slight deviation of the outgoing beam from the direction normal to the interface (up to 3 • ) takes place, so that the ability to collect contributions from a wide range of the incidence angles is not affected.
Since breaking the structural symmetry leads to AT [20, 21, 26, 28] , this effect is expected to appear in the studied structure having one-side corrugations. Indeed, transmission enhancement at corrugated-side illumination can appear due to the effects of spoof SPs at the incidence interface. However, there should be no angular selectivity in the exit half-space, because it is bounded now by the noncorrugated interface, on which spoof SPs are not excited. Therefore, even if the transmission is significant for both noncorrugated-side and corrugated-side illumination, strong asymmetry can manifest itself via different spatial distributions at two opposite directions of incidence. This regime is schematically illustrated in Fig. 7 . It is similar to the one studied earlier for the structure with a long slit and lamellar corrugations [34] . Figure 8 presents two examples of the electric field distribution at corrugated-side illumination. To understand the appearance of AT, they should be considered together with Fig. 5a , c, which present the results for noncorrugatedside illumination at the same values of θ . In Fig. 8 , none of the angles has an obvious preference for the outgoing radiation, so that the field distributions at the corrugatedside and the noncorrugated-side illumination strongly differ from each other, i.e., asymmetry is well pronounced. This difference can be easily seen from the comparison of Fig. 5a with Fig. 8a , and Fig. 5c with Fig. 8b . It is similar for all other considered angles. Clearly, the field distributions are similar for corrugated-side illumination, but no beam-type collimation occurs in this case. Thus, asymmetry in transmission is connected with one-way beam-type collimation. In turn, it is related to the one-side excitation of spoof SPs. In such a manner, AT and collimation are connected to each other. It can be easily seen that they represent two sides of the same phenomenon that combines the spatial separation of the processes of formation of the field distribution in two half-spaces, which is achieved due to the inc. Fig. 7 Schematic illustrating asymmetry in transmission at corrugated-side and noncorrugated-side illumination (red and green colors, respectively) for the structure with an annular hole surrounded by the concentric grooves. Field distributions in the exit half-space at corrugated-side and noncorrugated-side illuminations are different, while beam shaping occurs only in the latter case subwavelength hole, with one-side excitation of spoof SPs. Since collimation only needs spoof SPs at the exit interface, it does not need the structural asymmetry and, hence, asymmetry in transmission. However, AT in the studied structures needs spoof SPs and collimation at one side only. Thus, either one-side corrugations or different corrugations a b at the two sides can be used. Co-existence of collimation and AT in one structure can also be considered from the multifunctionality perspective [26, 44, 45] .
Independent Processes in Structures with Two-Side Symmetric Corrugations
As has been demonstrated in "Collimation and Asymmetry in Transmission," AT is impossible without broken structural symmetry, while collimation only needs the specific properties of spoof SPs at the exit interface. Thus, beaming and collimation like the ones in "Collimation and Asymmetry in Transmission" can be possible in the gratings with the same corrugations at two sides. As an example, Fig. 9 presents the electric field distribution just at three selected (among multiple studied) values of θ . It is seen that the radiation shaping in the exit half-space is very similar to Fig. 5 . Direction of the outgoing beam is (nearly) normal in a wide range of the angles, i.e., from 0 to 75 • . Hence, the results in Fig. 9 confirm the assumption that the incidence interface should not affect the shaping in the exit half-space. All the features related to collimation, which were discussed above for the structures with one-side corrugations, occur in the studied structure with symmetric two-side corrugations. However, now it does not matter which interface is illuminated. In particular, multiple waves, being simultaneously incident from one half-space at different θ and the same frequency, may contribute to the same outgoing beam in the other half-space, leading to collimation. Indeed, the linearity of the Maxwell equations enables superposition, so that having results for different θ is sufficient to predict the field distributions in the case when several waves are simultaneously incident from different directions. The contributions from (a big part of) the whole cone can be collected, similarly to the structures studied in "Collimation and Asymmetry in Transmission." Using the obtained results (shown and not shown) along with the superposition principle, we conclude that two simultaneous but independent incidence-transmissionreflection wave processes are possible in the structures with two-side corrugations at certain conditions. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 10 by the schematic being in coincidence with the numerical data. The wave incident from the upper half-space creates the reflected and transmitted waves (group 2), which do not interfere with the reflected and transmitted waves created by the wave incident in the opposite direction (group 1), since all the waves belonging to the group 1 have different propagation directions than the waves of the group 2. The directions of the incident and reflected waves at the incidence from one side do not coincide with the direction of the wave transmitted at the incidence from the opposite side. So, it is obvious that two wave processes initiated by the two different incident waves are independent of each other. Spatial separation and, thus, independence of the two processes are possible due to the shaping of outgoing radiation for one group, so that there is no significant radiation in the incidence and reflection directions for the other group. One can see in Fig. 10 that this is true for nonzero θ . For zero θ , the direction of the wave reflected at the incidence from one side of the structure inc.
Fig. 10
Schematic illustrating two independent incidencetransmission-reflection processes for the structure with symmetric (two-side) concentric grooves. Directions of the waves belonging to group 1 and group 2 are shown in red and green color, respectively will be the same as the direction of the wave transmitted at the incidence from the opposite side, and independence of two wave processes is not possible anymore. In fact, the requirement of two incidence directions being opposite, which is used in the AT studies, can be mitigated for a symmetric grating with two-side corrugations in the case of two independent collimation processes. One can assume that for the angle of incidence from the upper halfspace, θ u , and for the angle of incidence from the lower half-space, θ l , we have θ u > θ 0 and θ l > θ 0 , where |θ 0 | > 0 is chosen so that interference of the waves belonging to group 1 and group 2 is avoided.
In line with the obtained results and superposition principle, multiple waves which are simultaneously incident from the upper half-space at θ u > θ 0 contribute to the same (collimated) beam in the lower half-space. In turn, the multiple waves which are simultaneously incident from the lower half-space at θ l > θ 0 contribute to the same beam in the upper half-space. Furthermore, the sets of the incidence angle values for the waves incident from the different halfspaces may be completely the same, partially the same, or completely different. Regardless of this, there will be no interference of the waves connected with two processes, i.e., those ones belonging to group 1 and group 2. In such a way, two collimation processes can be spatially separated.
The obtained results show that collimation of the waves incident at different angles and independence of two processes in the studied structures with two-side corrugations are immune to wide-range variations of t (not shown). It is noteworthy that two independent incidencetransmission-reflection processes have earlier been considered in photonic-crystal-based structures [20, 46] . Two independent off-axis beaming processes with collimation capability have earlier been studied in thin metallic gratings with a single long slit and different lamellar corrugations at the left and the right side of the exit interface [16] . However, the possibility of two independent collimation processes in three-dimensional structures, like the ones studied here, has not been studied and utilized up to now.
Conclusion
To summarize, we studied connection between collimation, asymmetric transmission (AT), and independence of two incidence-transmission-reflection processes in the microwave structures with a single-centered annular aperture surrounded by concentric grooves. The use of the annular hole allows to enhance transmission as compared to the circular hole of the same radial size, while keeping the capability of spatial separation of two half-spaces at two sides of the structure. As expected, spatial distribution in each half-space mainly depends on the properties of the bounding interface, also when it may support spoof SPs enabling the radiation shaping. As a result, the incident waves arriving at different angles, i.e., from 0 to 75 • , contribute to the same outgoing beam. Hence, the beam sorting in terms of incidence angle is prevented. Collimation is demonstrated in both cases of one-side (asymmetric) and two-side (symmetric) corrugations. Absence of corrugations on one of the sides is sufficient to obtain asymmetry in transmission, even if transmission is significant for two opposite incidence directions. As follows from the obtained results, AT appears as the common effect of separation of field distribution effects in the incidence half-space and the exit half-space due to the subwavelength hole, and the radiation shaping due to the spoof SPs at the exit-side interface. In the studied structures, collimation is possible without AT, while AT is impossible without collimation. For the structures with two-side corrugations, collimation enables two simultaneous processes, which are independent of each other, because propagation directions of all the waves are different and shaping of the outgoing radiation takes place. Moreover, two independent collimation processes are possible, to which different sets of the incidence angles do contribute. The studied structures can be used for communication and sensing applications at microwave frequencies, and may serve as prototypes for future advanced devices in millimeter, terahertz, and optical wavelength ranges that use the same or similar physical scenarios. 
